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Abstract 

Massive multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MUMIMO) is one of the fundamental wireless 
technologies compared to traditional MIMO technology. In MUMIMO, through the use of low resolution 
converters, made possible to solve problem of optimal power of bits quantized, through a single-bit 
resolution converters. Through this paper, the objective is to test and use simulated downlink resolution 
converters at the multi-bit level to reduce multi-user (MU) power allocation at the base station (BS). The 
proposed downlink resolution converters rely on biconvex relaxation (BCR) to optimize downlink power 
allocation by approaching the optimized error rate to quantization bit levels as compared with previous high 
resolution converters. The proposed work performance shows that there is a significant improvement in the 
implemented error-rate ADCs and quantization levels of DACs tracked by linear beam-formers used to 
optimize the power allocation beam in the MUMIMO massive downlink. . 
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1. Introduction 

Excessively precise ADCs with sufficient bandwidths for mm Wave systems are not 
available and expensive with the power utilized for communication mobile. For this, 
feasible answer is making use of bit-wise varying resolutions which is defined in ADCs, 
having optimized-power and precoder design implementations. Bit-wise varying 
resolutions in defined ADCs have additional advantages of MUMIMO, having power 
optimization in ADCs required in virtual-baseband precoders at different antennas 
required [1-10].  

Massive MIMO technology has demonstrated excellent capability in next-generation 
wireless installations, including 5G [11, 12]. It deployed a MUMIMO antennas for BS to 
serve required customers simultaneously with equal signal. 

A. Contributions: 

In this work, through the reduction in UL and DL quantization problems by the use of 
general bit-wise varying resolutions for optimal power transmission is defined through the 
SINR constraints in the positions of the defined users. 

In this paper, a position mm Wave MIMO precoder-channel resolutions with the general 
bit-wise varying resolutions ADCs is proposed, which is as follows:  
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1) User position estimation with few-bit ADCs having short sequences of optimized power 
[13-17].  

2) Precoder ADCs and DACs precision with the type of estimation algorithm through 
mean-square error (MSE) [18-20] are considered. 

2. Literature Survey 

In recent work, algorithms [1-22] have been estimated in channel requirements through 
power constraints and pilot detection for MUMIMO channel with the general bit-wise 
varying resolutions ADCs. In the proposed work, the coefficients of required power level 
channels are analyzed through iid Gaussian distribution and limit the use of channel 
parameter in MUMIMO estimations. And, in considered and proposed power optimization 
MUMIMO depends on estimators of iid Gaussian variations. During simulation, the 
proposed work considers the mm Wave broadband, which is used for a substantial 
reduction in complexity. 

Through analog-digital precoding as a new method in mm Wave MIMO systems [23] - 
[24] has made MUMIMO systems to utilize the channel estimation parameters. In among 
those [25] - [26], the completely connected analog-digital structures of precoders are 
utilized in MUMIMO and mm Wave channel allocations.  

However, much research work [27] - [32] is made through the implementation of partially 
connected analog-digital structures of precoders. The user-position and code-related 
design of partially connected analog-digital structures of precoders is implemented in [29], 
[30]. And these are also designed for narrowband limited precoder structures and OFDM 
for improvement in large bandwidths through POMA. Loss of performance, and is not 
available in previous works, the overall performance benefit can be further improved.  

Through [31], [32] the realization of position based SIC is required for POMA estimators 
and the use by bit-wise varying resolutions in virtual analog-digital precoding as a new 
method for the partially structures connected is implemented in [32]. The virtual precoder 
design is assumed by digital precoding matrix in estimating as a diagonal value in the use 
by bit-wise varying resolutions, providing the usage as that the virtual precoders design 
of analog-digital structures of precoders with the resolution defined optimized power to 
the information of the user data with the number of bit-wise varying resolutions for the RF 
required chains with an equivalent requirements of user position defined information 
necessity. It is observed that, during beam-formation, defined analog precoders reduces 
the gain and bandwidths in-turns to a sub-optimal method for resolutions required in 
ADCs and DACs, which also defined as the need for hybrid precoding. Recently, from the 
analyzed survey methods and works, there is a need of a method that directly optimizes 
hybrid precoders without additional constraints, and to overcome this limitation, in this 
paper an optimized power allocation is proposed.  
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3. Proposed work: 

Let [.Y.] address the comparing quantized estimation channel position set values [.h.] with 
the defined number sequences related to x as pilot. To characterize the quantized 
estimations of the defined bit-wise varying resolutions ADCs channels, P (.), as P: is 
defined with user position vector [Y] → related to channel positions [h].  

By considering the number of positions available which are able to define, then possibility 
of the channel vector [h] to generate from the defined bit-wise varying resolutions ADCs 
quantized channels received user positions [.Y.]. Then, estimate the positions existing in 
Method1 for the proposed precoder ADCs and DACs framework. 

Method1: Consider the framework and design the model with N = 0 and user positions 
channels estimated as [h]. Characterize the antenna position angle with user position 
variation parameter α as  

∝= 𝑚𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑣𝜖[ℎ]𝑦
𝑚𝑎𝑥∀ℎ|𝜃[ℎ𝑣]𝑦, [1] 

The presence of pilot sequence x is provided with N length by N ≥ [π/2α], through pilot 
complex symbols angles consistently in [0, π/2] range values, between these position 
valued P (.) function exists.  

Method1 implies that once the pilot succession is applied with the particular design 
depicted in the Method1, then, at that point, there exists a coordinated user position P (.). 
To have the option to use this user position estimation techniques, optimize the user 
position through a non-trivial linear quantization. With this, to make use of optimization 
capabilities of user position power allocation to locate the user position and improving the 
channel gains by reducing user position power requirements. Further, the proposed 
optimization method increases channel beam gain illustrated in MUMIMO based 1-bit 
converters. 

Method1 with its confirmation, the user positions grouping have a length that ensures 
each two distinct values in {h}. This optimization can be systematically described for a 
considerable user channel position. In the following Method 2, considering the downlink 
channel model, and illustrate that more antennas at receiver need optimized gains.  

Method2: A BS having a ULA with 1/2 λ antenna position variations and a paths =L = 2. 
Let δP antenna position variations of user 1 and 2. From the Method 1, user position 
sequence is represented through position valued function P (.) as: 

 

𝑃(. ) = [
1

𝐿∗(𝑠𝑖𝑛2(
𝛿𝑃

2
))

], [2] 
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Method2 results the optimization process of proposed work, where more antenna require 
optimized user power allocation, through the position function P (.), for similar channel 
estimation requirement. 

A. Biconvex Relaxation (BCR):  

Now reformulate the above optimization requirement utilizing BCR [33]. Before it, start by 
optimize the beam power in α Subsequent optimal scaling parameter α^ is  

 

𝛼− =𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝜖𝑅||𝛼𝑠− − 𝐻−𝑥−||2
2 =

𝑠−𝑇𝐻−𝑥−

||𝑠−||2
2 , [3] 

 

Where H is the downlink channel and s is transmit constellation points for beamforming 

in the downlink and x- is binary-valued solution vector and a vector vector𝑞− = 𝑥−. Here 

P is the instantaneous power constraint, ||𝑥−||∞ =
√𝑃

2
 is related as ||𝑥−||∞ ≤

√𝑃

2
, 𝑏 =

1, … . ,2𝐵, results in to:  

[𝑥−] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
||𝑥−||∞≤

√𝑃

2
,[1,….,2𝐵]

||𝑞−||2
2 + 𝛾||𝑞− − 𝑥−||2

2, [4] 

This issue constrained structure results in to: 

[𝑥−] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
||𝑥−||∞≤

√𝑃

2

||𝑞−||2
2 + 𝛾||𝑞− − 𝑥−||2

2, [5] 

Now the BCR is to optimization is accomplished by including a non-convex term in the 
channel positions as a low power requirements results in to BCR resolutions as 

𝑥−𝐵𝐶𝑅 =𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
||𝑥−||∞≤

√𝑃

2

||𝑞−||2
2 + 𝛾||𝑞− − 𝑥−||2

2 − 𝑃(. )||𝑥−||2
2, [6] 

Where the two Method requirements should fulfil 0 < P < γ. With these two 
implementation, there is an optimization in beam power and improve the performance of 
proposed work. 

 

4. Simulation Results and Discussions:  

In this paper, a linear 1-bit downlink channel beam formation is proposed which has 
shown an improvement in the linear-quantized algorithms for user position and beam 
power allocation compare to  non-linear [34, 35]. Proposed work depends on BCR [12] 
for power optimization, which is implemented in liner 1-bit model used, which solved the 
user positions power optimization problems. This proposed framework earlier introduced 
in [29-32] approach used for optimal downlink beam formation for infinite precision values 
of ADCs and DACs. Proposed work is compared with a linear quantized zero-forcing (ZF) 
beamforming [36, 37] method and a DR [10]. 
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Fig. 1 shows simulation of BER in rayleigh multiple fading resolutions of channel numbers 
of antennas = 2 system. For a transmit power normalized value P, Monte-Carlo 
parameters performed.  

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of Transmit Power with BER. 

In figure 1, a better quantization method linear 1-bit DAC case is illustrated. And able to 
provide beam formation nearer to ZF beamforming for power allocation. And with [10], 
proposed optimization having a similarity in user position estimation through error-free 
analysis. Using MATLAB simulation environment, the observations are analyzed. And, 
the proposed optimization method has improved the throughput and the spectral 
efficiency in MU MIMO systems.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Proposed work have shown that linear models utilizing 1-bit massive MIMO can be 
optimized by BCR to improve the user position estimation and beam power allocation. 
Proposed work through BCR has improved the accuracy of quantization of hybrid 
precoders for error-rate performance with quantized ZF method and non-linear DR 
method and low computational complexity. Proposed work simulation results shows that 
1-bit massive MIMO can outperform for mm Wave and MUMIMO schemes. The proposed 
optimization procedure can help in implementing a real-time LTE device for reduced 
power utilization. 
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